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Webinar Housekeeping Items

• We’re recording the webinar and will post it on our web site.

• Because of the large number of participants, everyone is in *listen* mode only.

• **Please use the chat box** to send us your questions and comments any time during the webinar. You may want to identify that your question be directed to a specific author.

• Report authors will present for about 60 minutes.

• Moderated Q&A will follow, with the report authors responding to questions from the moderator (from questions typed in the chat box).

• The report and webinar slides are posted at [feur.lbl.gov](http://feur.lbl.gov)
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Future of RTO Markets: A PJM Perspective

*Looking Back to Look Forward*

Craig Glazer
Vice President-Federal Government Policy
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C.
March 24, 2017
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Statistics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Member companies</td>
<td>990+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millions of people served</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak load in megawatts</td>
<td>165,492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW of generating capacity</td>
<td>176,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles of transmission lines</td>
<td>82,546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016 GWh of annual energy</td>
<td>792,314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation sources</td>
<td>1,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square miles of territory</td>
<td>243,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States served</td>
<td>13 + DC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 27% of generation in Eastern Interconnection
- 28% of load in Eastern Interconnection
- 20% of transmission assets in Eastern Interconnection

21% of U.S. GDP produced in PJM

As of 2/2017
Evolution of Markets

PJM MARKETS
- Capacity Market
- Day-Ahead Market
- Ancillary Services
- PJM Long-Term FTR Market

FINANCIAL MARKETS
- Options
- Swaps
- Spreads

PJM GRID OPERATIONS
- Real-Time Market
- Member to member

Heavy RTO Involvement Light
PJM’s Changing Fuel Mix

2007 PJM Installed Capacity (MW)
- Coal, 66,286
- Petroleum, 10,640
- Renewable, 65
- Hydro, 7,311
- Solid Waste, 713
- Nuclear, 30,684
- Gas, 47,566

Cleared Capacity for 2019/2020 Delivery Year (MW)
- Coal, 41,948
- Petroleum, 7,391
- Renewable, 1,304
- Hydro, 7,707
- Solid Waste, 787
- Nuclear, 25,889
- Gas, 70,382

Iron in the Ground (ICAP)

(UCAP)
Why a Forward Capacity Market?

- Reliability Certainty - Knowing what we can count on…
- Ability to Finance - Addresses the upfront capital cost particularly for DR and Storage
- Forward Price Signal - Provides investment signal for investment/retirement decisions
Incorporation of State Policies Today (Examples)

- RPS in the Energy Markets (bulk of revenues and costs from this market)
- GATS—Tradeable environmental certificates
- Fixed Resource Requirement Exception from Capacity Markets
- Guaranteed clearing for public power entity new resources and other resources not driven by state subsidies designed to depress market prices
- “State agreement approach”—allows transmission builds to meet public policy goals
Future Potential Incorporation of State Policy Initiatives

• PJM Grid 2020 Approach—Allowing states to subsidize units outside of the market
• Regional/sub-regional agreements—Environmental or incorporation of other attributes
• Future Policies Subject to MOPR
• Screen of mitigation actions based on intent?
• Screen of mitigation actions based on interstate impacts of a given state policy?
• Other proposals-Focused PJM stakeholder meetings
LET’S TALK…

Craig Glazer
Vice President-Federal Government Policy
PJM Interconnection
Washington, D.C., USA
1-202-423-4743
craig.glazer@pjm.com
Please use the chat box to send us your questions and comments any time during the webinar. You may want to identify that your question be directed to a specific author. We’ll address as many questions as we can following the presentation.
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The “Utility Perspective”: Not All Megawatts Are Created Equal

Jay Morrison, V.P. of Regulatory Affairs
Paul Breakman, FERC Counsel

National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
America’s Electric Cooperative Network
Retail Electric Consumers Come First

• Interests of retail consumers and those charged with protecting them must come first.

• Market rules and capacity procurement “constructs” are supposed to work for the folks who ultimately pay the bills

   ➢ Not just for those market participants with the most resources to devote to the administrative processes.
Capacity Is Not Fungible

• Not all MWs of capacity are created equal.

• LSEs, states, & local reg bodies may have excellent policy reasons for preferring to assemble a diverse portfolio of generation and demand-side resources to serve retail electric needs.
Many Policy Considerations Affect Resource Portfolio Choices

• Federal policy makers should respect & honor decisions that lead LSEs, state & local reg bodies to favor one resource over another.

• Market rules that are intended to protect prices under administrative capacity procurement constructs should not erect barriers to meeting such policy goals.
Long-term Contracts Support New Resources and Should Be Encouraged

- Capacity surpluses can no longer be taken for granted; new resources will have to be developed to comply with enviro regs.
- Long-term contracting & self-supply generation should be encouraged and supported, rather than being considered an “out-of-market” subsidy. RTO market rules that effectively penalize long-term contracting and self-supply should be reformed.
Again...Retail Consumers Come First

• Electric utilities exist to provide consumers with an essential service.

• Wholesale electric markets exist to enable electric utilities to acquire the resources they need to meet that obligation more efficiently than they could if they relied entirely on their own investments.
• Wholesale markets should provide wholesale customers nondiscriminatory access to resources they need to serve their retail consumers, at just and reasonable prices.

• It’s supposed to be what the consumers need out of the markets, not what the markets need from the consumers.
But What Do Consumers Want?

• It’s a careful balance among numerous goals (i.e., safety, reliability, resource adequacy, affordability, environmental sustainability, economic development, financial stability, etc.)

• Priorities vary according to local consumer preferences.
Utilities Need Flexibility!

• Flexibility is KEY.

• Utility obligations can most efficiently be pursued if there is flexibility to optimize investments across a portfolio of G, T, and D and distributed energy resources (DERs) in order to maximize value to consumers.
• Organized markets should:

1. Reduce barriers to entry that raise the cost of capacity and increase reliability risks;
2. Reduce barriers to entry for new, innovative and environmentally friendly technologies; and
3. Reduce barriers to exit for existing resources that may no longer meet consumer needs as well as new resources might.
Organized Markets Tend to Reduce Costs of Energy for Consumers

• Organized markets commit resources on a day-ahead basis & then conduct security-constrained economic dispatch of generation resources over which they have control in real time.

• That function ensures that the most cost-effective resources are being operated consistent with reliability at all times.

• It ensures nondiscriminatory transmission access at a non-pancaked rate across the entire RTO/ISO region.
Markets Are Generally Working OK

- Competitive wholesale markets for the most part have enabled utilities to acquire resources they need to meet their obligations.
- But some changes in the Eastern RTOs/ISOs have been counterproductive, reducing options/flexibility, & undermining ability to cost-effectively meet all of their obligations to their retail electric consumers and regulators.
- Those changes, and the philosophy underlying them, should be reconsidered.
Capacity Markets in the U.S.
Evolution of Market Design (1)

• Market design changed in 2011: New resources that LSEs built or contracted for to meet their consumers’ capacity needs, including those built pursuant to state requirements, were no longer guaranteed to clear the auction.
• Resources would have to compete with all other capacity offered into the auction.
• That meant that LSEs might have to pay twice for capacity.
Evolution of Market Design (2)

• Reliance on markets does not eliminate risk to consumers or eliminate the errors that arise when policymakers or utility management picks winners and losers.
• Conflicts b/w organized markets & the states in the Eastern RTOs have created barriers to entry to new resources required to meet state policies and ensure resource adequacy.

• These conflicts also have created barriers to exit for existing resources.
• Solution is fairly simple on its face.

• To eliminate the conflict, the Eastern RTOs should go back six years & restore the mandatory capacity markets to their status as residual markets.
• The changes taking place in the industry’s resource portfolio and the impact those changes have on the power markets are deeply interrelated.

• Increased variable generation may require new ancillary services, other energy market reforms, or both to enable system operators to acquire essential reliability services such as fast ramping and inertia, and to compensate generators that provide those services.
• Increased variable generation also increases the importance of long-term bilateral contracts and retail consumer relationships.
Finally ... Our Summary ... It’s Simple

• The horse — consumers & utilities and regulators that represent them — should be permitted to pull the cart in the direction they want to go.

• The cart — the organized markets — should not dictate that direction and should not put on the brakes if consumers are asking for something the organized markets cannot today provide.
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Market Reform to Facilitate Public Policies and a Changing Resource Mix

Allison Clements
Former Senior Attorney
Natural Resources Defense Council
WHO IS THE SUSTAINABLE FERC PROJECT

JENNIE

MILES

JOHN
Policy-Markets Tension in a Changing World

• **Renewable Portfolio Standards**
  – *Allco*, U.S. Ct of Appeals for the Second Circuit

• **State preferences and regional market design**
  – NJ/Maryland proposals and *Hughes*
  – PJM capacity performance rules
  – NEPOOL “Integrating Markets and Public Policy” proposals

• **Zero Emissions Credit Policies and Proposals**
  – PJM (OH/IL) and NYISO (NY) complaints at FERC
  – EPSA suits in Southern District NY and Northern District IL
  – CT, NJ, OH and PA considering nuclear subsidies

![Percentage of U.S. Utility Scale Generation by Type (thousand MWh)](chart)

Source: U.S. EIA data
Not to mention...

- Order 745 and EPSA (and 755, 784, 792...)
- FERC’s proposed rule on storage and distributed energy resources (DERs) aggregation
- NYISO DER Roadmap and NYPSC REV Proceeding
- CAISO DER aggregation rules
- DERs avoiding T&D upgrades
  - Brooklyn
  - Utah (!)
  - MISO rules on non-wires alternatives

Source: U.S. EIA data
What we know legally (and otherwise)

- FERC can regulate practices affecting wholesale rates (including activities by state-jurisdictional resources) even if it overlaps with areas of state jurisdiction.

- States can design and implement their own energy and preferred resources policies as long as they do not supplant FERC-jurisdictional wholesale rates.

- Regions are not required to establish any specific capacity market construct or to have a capacity market at all.
What’s a market to do?

1. Facilitate (i.e., do no harm to) environmental policies;
1. Recognize and value the contributions of all supply and demand-side resources to resource adequacy, regardless of market participation;
1. Ensure that wholesale markets provide the right set of services;
1. Provide a platform that allows all technically capable resources to participate and receive fair compensation; and
1. Be subjected to stakeholder review as part of reform.
Facilitate (i.e., do no harm to) environmental policies

• FERC is not an environmental regulator – be careful what you wish for in advocating for environmental ends through the back door of FERC.

• FERC already facilitates environmental and energy policies – RGGI, California’s market, RPS standards via Order 1000, and FERC rules are also public policies.

• To ensure just and reasonable rates, wholesale market design must facilitate local (if relevant), state and federal environmental policies.
Recognize and value all supply and demand-side resources’ contributions to resource adequacy

• Load forecasting: let’s start with an accurate depiction of need
  – PJM lowered its annual forecast by 4,700 MW over four years by attempting to count EE; estimate $2.4 billion in annual customer savings.

• Market participation: count and pay everything that’s contributing
  – PJM’s capacity performance rules discriminate against seasonal resources like wind and solar power, demand response and energy efficiency; could inflate market prices by up to $5 billion more per year.
Ensure that wholesale markets provide the right set of services

- Fighting the subsidy battle is hard
- The changing resource mix is happening
- FERC must ensure rates are just and reasonable as the change marches on

Looking beyond the current definition of resource adequacy and design of capacity markets

Fixing within the current construct
Provide a platform that allows all capable resources to participate and receive fair compensation

• FERC’s proposed storage/DER aggregation rule can be the starting point.

• Figuring out the wholesale-retail interface is key (market design and price signals, planning, operations).

• Requires embracing new interpretations of jurisdiction
Subject market reform to transparent stakeholder processes
Consumer Advocate Perspectives on Accommodating State Goals and Diverse Resources in Centrally-Organized Wholesale Electricity Markets

Robert Gordon Mork
Chair, NASUCA Electric Committee
About NASUCA and This Effort

• NASUCA’s members are designated by the laws of their respective jurisdictions to represent the interests of utility consumers before state and federal regulators and in the courts.

• 44 consumer advocates in 40 states and the District of Columbia — a very diverse range of offices and perspectives

• NASUCA Electricity Committee has regular monthly meetings to discuss matters of interest among the members.

• The consumer perspective in this report was a joint effort by the members of the Electric Committee, with technical support from Synapse Energy Economics.

• Views herein do not necessarily represent either the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor or any other NASUCA member.
Eyes on the Prize . . .

• We're oriented towards safe, reliable and reasonably priced service.

• Our primary forum is our state public service commissions — the interaction of wholesale market design with changing environmental rules and resource decisions is only part of the wide range of what we do in representing consumers.

• **Consumers benefit when the costs of electricity consumption are as low as possible over the long term, consistent with reliable service, environmental standards, and policy goals required by federal and state governments.**
Overarching Issues - Resources

• NASUCA members were typically designed — and budgeted — with an eye toward representing consumers in state proceedings.

• Organized wholesale markets are something new — and far-reaching.

• RTO/ISOs built around the concept of collaborative development

• A great idea, but extremely resource intensive to be good collaborators and not just litigate everything at FERC

• Consumer advocates need help, just as state public service commissions do. We've now begun to receive support from the creation of Consumer Advocates of PJM States (CAPS).
Overarching Issues - Jurisdiction

• States are diverse.

• Resource decisions are typically very long-term, and who bears the risk is a big deal.

• Long-standing state jurisdiction to determine what resources best fit their public policy needs — reliability, environment, economic development

• Tension between nondiscriminatory, federally regulated wholesale markets — often with short-term purely economic market signals — and longer-term state public policy interests

• Wholesale markets need to allow for state interests.
Adequacy of Today's Market Designs?

- Not there yet

- Thanks to low natural gas prices and declining costs of renewables, change to more environmentally friendly resources is being driven by markets.

- The result of great market design, or does it have more to do with the fracking windfall?

- Minimum offer price rules (MOPRs) and capacity performance rules are particular areas of concern.

- We understand the short-term economic logic, but energy markets are particularly fraught with problems relating to the obligation to serve, environmental externalities, and the particularly high capital cost and long life of utility assets.

- Continued work on properly valuing capacity and ancillary services can help, but making allowances for state public policy is also necessary.
Market Impacts of Fossil Fuel Regulations?

• Major new capital costs — either to replace retiring coal resources with new resources or to retrofit them

• Increasing penetration of renewables means more need for ramping/backup capability.

• Fuel (gas) availability a much greater concern, leading to needs for more pipeline capacity or other forms of backup

• Although renewables will set low prices in some hours, high operational costs of retrofitted units may set prices in others.

• Of course, prices set by units which bid as price-takers do not necessarily reflect actual all-in cost to consumers.
Market Impacts of Zero-Marginal Cost Renewables?

• Zero-marginal cost renewables put downward pressure on wholesale energy prices
• May lead to significant revenue erosion for baseload units
• More work needed on how energy, capacity and ancillary services markets can best work together to address these issues
Market Designs Adequate to Increase Flexible Resources?

• Market designs seem to be able to operate satisfactorily at current levels of renewable penetration.

• As renewable penetration increases, markets will need to attract additional capacity and ancillary services.

• Demand response can be a valuable resource, and market operators need to assure it can do so on an equal footing with other resources.

• Traditionally, new resources have been reviewed mostly in terms of interconnection needs, but additional review should be considered as to what costs each resource imposes on the system.
Conclusions I

• All resources should be able to compete and be paid based on their services and costs to the grid.
• No resource should be excluded from wholesale market compensation mechanisms because it has different operating characteristics or receives support from utility or public policy programs.
• All costs and benefits from each resource should be appropriately valued and allocated based on a transparent process with state participant input.
• Ancillary services (especially ramping and regulation) will be key to the issues raised in the questions referred to in this report.

• The consumer interest in reliable and reasonably priced electric service is best served by ensuring that markets are efficient and transparent.

• Much of the costs paid by consumers today comes through the organized wholesale markets. NASUCA members need to be able to meaningfully and effectively participate, and they should receive assistance to do so along the lines of the support already provided to state public service commissions.
Questions?

Please use the chat box to send us your questions and comments. You may want to identify that your question be directed to a specific author.

The report and webinar slides are posted at feur.lbl.gov
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